DLGraph: Malware Detection Using Deep Learning and Graph Embedding
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Abstract—In this paper we present a new approach, named DLGraph, for malware detection using deep learning and graph embedding. DLGraph employs two stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAs) for representation learning, taking into consideration computer programs' function-call graphs and Windows application programming interface (API) calls. Given a program, we first use a graph embedding technique that maps the program's function-call graph to a vector in a low-dimensional feature space. One SDA in our deep learning model is used to learn a latent representation of the embedded vector of the function-call graph. The other SDA in our model is used to learn a latent representation of the given program's Windows API calls. The two learned latent representations are then merged to form a combined feature vector. Finally, we use softmax regression to classify the combined feature vector for predicting whether the given program is malware or not. Experimental results based on different datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach and its superiority over a related method.

Index Terms—malware detection, function-call graphs, Windows API calls

I. INTRODUCTION

Malicious software, or malware, brings harm to individual computers or an entire organization’s network. Malware occurs in various forms, among which adware and Trojans are commonly seen in today’s cyber threats [1]. Adware, or advertising-supported software, generates revenue for its developer. For instance, Lollipop, a family of adware, automatically shows unwanted advertisements in a user’s browser and keeps track of the user’s behavior in cyberspace. A Trojan, or Trojan horse, is disguised as a legitimate program that tricks users into loading the virus on their systems. For instance, Kelihos-ver3, a family of Trojans, infects a computer system by sending malicious download links to its user. Once the links are clicked, a Trojan horse is downloaded, which turns the computer system into a zombie. With the increasing number of devices connecting to a network, the malware population is rapidly growing, leading a competing race between antivirus software developers and malware producers [2].

In general, a malicious program and its capabilities can be observed either by examining its code, referred to as static analysis, or by executing it in a safe environment, referred to as dynamic analysis [3]. In static analysis, commonly used malware detection features include string signatures, byte-sequence n-grams, control flow graphs, and so on. Most antivirus programs use a signature-based approach, where a signature is a set of manually crafted rules for identifying different groups of known malware types [4]. However, the signature-based approach usually cannot recognize new malware [5]. To solve this problem, researchers proposed to use function-call graphs for malware detection [6]. For example, Hu et al. [7] designed a database management system for malware indexing and searching using function-call graphs. Shang et al. [8] presented an algorithm to calculate the similarity of function-call graphs.

In this paper, we present a new approach, named DLGraph, for malware detection. Fig. 1 illustrates how DLGraph works. DLGraph employs two stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAs) [9] for representation learning, taking into consideration computer programs’ function-call graphs and Windows application programming interface (API) calls. Given a program, we first extract the function-call graph from the program. This function-call graph is then mapped to a vector in a low-dimensional feature space using the graph embedding technique, node2vec [10]. The first SDA in our deep learning model is used to learn a latent representation, $v_1$, of the embedded vector of the given program’s function-call graph. In addition, we collect the program’s Windows API calls to build an API vector. This API vector is then fed into the second SDA in our deep learning model where the second SDA is used to learn a latent representation, $v_2$, of the API vector of the given program’s function-call graph. We then concatenate $v_1$ and $v_2$ to create a combined feature vector $v$. Finally, a softmax regression layer in our deep learning model classifies $v$ to predict whether the given program is malware or not.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III details our proposed approach. Section IV evaluates the performance of the proposed method and reports some experimental results. Section V concludes the paper and points out some directions for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is related to two areas: graph embedding and deep learning. Graph embedding maps a graph into a low-dimensional feature space in which the graph structural information and graph properties are maximally preserved. It has
been widely used in node classification, node recommendation, link prediction, and so on [11]. Existing graph embedding work mainly focuses on undirected graphs. For instance, stru2vec [12] uses a hierarchy to measure node similarities at different scales, and constructs a multilayer graph to encode structural similarities and generate the structural context for nodes. It is able to learn latent representations of the structural identities of nodes.

Among the existing graph embedding algorithms, node2vec [10] is most closely related to our work since it works for directed graphs, specifically function-call graphs, besides undirected graphs. It uses a random walk procedure to explore the neighborhoods of nodes, and maps the nodes to a low-dimensional feature space in such a way that it maximizes the likelihood of preserving the neighborhoods of nodes. In this paper we adopt node2vec for embedding programs’ function-call graphs.

Deep learning has received increasing interest in recent years owing to its success in many applications [13]–[15]. Inspired by the success of applying neural networks to computer vision, speech recognition and natural language processing and with the increasing amount of malware data, researchers started to use deep learning techniques for malware detection. For example, Raff et al. [4] explored different architectures and parameter choices with raw byte-sequences of executables as input data. Gibert et al. [16] introduced convolutional neural networks to classify malware assembly code. Hardy et al. [17] developed a system, called DL4MD, which used Windows API calls extracted from malicious portable executable files in combination with a simple stacked autoencoder model for intelligent malware detection. While both our work and DL4MD employ stacked autoencoders, the architectures of these stacked autoencoders are different. Furthermore, DL4MD does not consider programs’ function-call graphs. David and Netanyahu [18] presented a tool for learning malware signatures using the dynamic behavior of programs through a deep belief network. In contrast to David and Netanyahu’s tool, which runs a given program in a sandbox to generate a text file containing the dynamic behavior of the program, our DLGraph approach performs static analysis by examining the program’s function-call graph and Windows API calls. To the best of our knowledge, DLGraph is the first method that combines deep learning and graph embedding for malware detection.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Function-Call Graph

A function-call graph (FCG) shows the calling relationships between subroutines or functions in a computer program. It can be generated from a binary executable through static analysis of the executable code with a disassembly tool. Here we use IDA Pro [19] as the disassembly tool. In general, a function-call graph is a directed graph, in which each node represents either a local function implemented by the program designer, or an external system or library function [20]. The directed edges in the function-call graph represent the caller-callee relationships between the functions (nodes) [21].

Fig. 2 shows a partial FCG of a malicious program, with a global start point in gray, local functions in white boxes, and external functions in black boxes. The directed edge from “sub_421213” to “CreateFileA” means the local function “sub_421213” calls the external function “CreateFileA”. To apply deep learning to function-call graphs, we use node2vec [10] to map a function-call graph into a low-dimensional feature space to obtain an embedded vector for the function-call graph. In the study presented here, the embedded vector has about 500 dimensions.

B. Windows API Calls

We extract all the Windows APIs in the computer programs analyzed here, and sort the API names in alphabetical order. We then create an API vector for each program based on a Boolean model where if a call of a Windows API occurs in the program, then the entry in the API vector corresponding to the Windows API is set to 1; otherwise the entry is set to 0.
For example, suppose there are five Windows APIs, named API1, API2, API3, API4 and API5. Consider an API vector \([1, 0, 0, 0, 1]\) for a program. This API vector means the program calls API1 and API5 at least once, and does not call API2, API3, API4 at all. In the study presented here, there are approximately 22,000 Windows APIs in total, and therefore an API vector has about 22,000 dimensions.

C. Dual Stacked Denoising Autoencoders

An autoencoder neural network is an unsupervised learning algorithm consisting of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The number of neurons in the input layer is equal to the number of neurons in the output layer. The hidden layer usually has few neurons than the input and output layers. The network is able to learn a hidden, or latent, representation of the input. Specifically, each input vector \(x\) of \(n\) dimensions is first mapped to the hidden layer, which produces a vector \(y\) of \(m\) dimensions where \(m \leq n\), and the output layer then attempts to reconstruct \(x\) from \(y\). The optimization goal here is to minimize the reconstruction error. Autoencoders are often trained using backpropagation with stochastic gradient descent [17], [18].

Multiple autoencoders can be stacked together, thus yielding a deep network. This deep network consists of several hidden layers. The output of a hidden layer \(H\) becomes the input to the subsequent autoencoder on top of \(H\). A given input is passed through this deep network, and the result is a compact high-level representation of the input.

Fig. 3 illustrates how our deep learning model works. Our deep learning model consists of two stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAs) [9], named SDA1 and SDA2. SDA1 contains four layers: 500-250-100-50. SDA2 contains eight layers: 20,000-5,000-2,500-1,000-500-250-100-50. Each numeral here represents the number of neurons in a hidden layer. The activation function used by our model is ReLU (rectified linear units). ReLU often results in faster convergence and diminishes the gradient vanishing problem, and is particularly suitable for deep neural networks [18].

Given a computer program, we first extract the function-call graph from the program. This function-call graph is then mapped to a vector in a low-dimensional feature space by using the graph embedding technique, node2vec [10]. This embedded vector has about 500 dimensions. SDA1 takes this embedded vector as input and converts it into a 50-sized vector \(v_1\). In addition, we build the API vector for the given program. The API vector has approximately 22,000 dimensions. SDA2 takes this API vector as input and also converts it into a 50-sized vector \(v_2\). We then concatenate \(v_1\) and \(v_2\) to create a 100-dimensional combined vector \(v\). We add a softmax regression layer to our deep learning model, which classifies \(v\) to predict whether the given program is malware or not. To further regularize our model and prevent overfitting, we add a dropout layer [22] to the model. SDA1 uses a dropout rate of 0.8 and SDA2 uses a dropout rate of 0.5. In addition, we use 200 training epochs for each layer. The learning rate is set to 0.001, the batch size is set to 50, and the Adam optimizer is used in our model.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Datasets

Our datasets contained two types of samples: malicious programs and benign programs. The sources from which we collected malicious samples included the Microsoft Malware Classification Challenge [23], the VirusShare website [24], and the KafanBBS website [25]. The sources from which we collected benign samples included Windows 7 system files such as *.exe files, *.dll files and *.sys files. We submitted these collected samples to the VirusTotal [26] web service where the collected samples were scanned by 60 antivirus scanners. Samples that were detected by the scanners were labeled as “malicious” and the other samples were labeled as “benign”. Among the malicious samples, we selected two families of malware: Lollipop and Kelihos-ver3. The function-call graphs of some *.dll files had only one node; these files were removed from our datasets. Overall, we collected 5,018 malicious samples and 2,177 benign samples.

Table I gives a breakdown analysis of the collected data. Based on the collected data, we created three datasets. Dataset 1 contained 2,434 Lollipop samples and 2,177 benign samples. Dataset 2 contained 2,584 Kelihos-ver3 samples and 2,177 benign samples. Dataset 3 contained all the 5,018 malicious samples, including both Lollipop and Kelihos-ver3, as well as 2,177 benign samples. In each dataset, 80 percent of the data were used for training and the other 20 percent were used for testing.

B. Performance Measure

We define a true positive to be a malicious program that is correctly classified as a malicious program, a false positive to be a benign program that is misclassified as a malicious program, a true negative to be a benign program that is
correctly classified as a benign program, and a false negative to be a malicious program that is misclassified as a benign program.

Let $TP$ (FP, TN, FN, respectively) denote the number of true positives (false positives, true negatives, false negatives, respectively). $P$ is the sum of $TP$ and $FN$. $N$ is the sum of $TN$ and $FP$. We use Accuracy ($Acc$), defined in (1), to evaluate the performance of a malware detection method.

$$Acc = \frac{TP + TN}{P + N} \quad (1)$$

C. Experimental Results

Table II shows the accuracy values of our proposed DLGraph method and compares it with a closely related method, DL4MD [17] on the three datasets we constructed. Both DL4MD and DLGraph use programs’ Windows API calls for malware detection. However, DL4MD does not consider programs’ function-call graphs whereas DLGraph does. Furthermore, in [17] DL4MD only considers 9,648 Windows API calls, which are fewer than the approximately 22,000 Windows API calls considered by DLGraph here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Samples</th>
<th>Number of Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lollipops (malicious)</td>
<td>2,434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelihos-ver3 (malicious)</td>
<td>2,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exe files (benign)</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dll files (benign)</td>
<td>1,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sys files (benign)</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental results on three different datasets showed that this proposed DLGraph method achieves high accuracy values, and outperforms the closely related DL4MD method.

In future work, we plan to develop more sophisticated deep learning architectures, taking into consideration malware images, program behavior, function-call graphs, and Windows API calls. To mine the malware images, we plan to use convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Thus, these new deep learning architectures will contain multiple stacked denoising autoencoders and CNNs. We plan to use these new architectures to perform not only binary classification, but also multiclass classification, on a wide range of different malicious software.
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